
The following changes have been made to Corporate America for the gilded edition.

Setup
Each player begins the game with $40.
Each player begins the game with seven business cards in hand, no matter the player count.
Only place two executive privilege cards on the board. By default, games only last two and a half turns now.
A special setup step ensures that certain executive privilege cards cannot be acquired by the final president.

Wall Street Phase
Players only draw one business card each turn and no longer have to discard any business cards each turn.
On the first turn, players do not draw any business cards.
On the first turn, players start four businesses no matter the player count.
Players all secretly choose the business(es) they will start, then reveal them all at the same time.

Main Street Phase
No changes.

Campaign Trail Phase
There are now only two bid rounds each election, not three.

Capitol Hill Phase
Multiple protests can now be satisfied by passing a single piece of legislation.
If there are more than two protests in play, the president only has to satisfy two, so the president always has at 
least one free choice about which legislation to pass.

Scoring
Unused executive privilege cards are no longer worth anything at the end of the game. Use them or lose them!

Optional Rules
The following rules have been added for groups that choose to use them:
Immediate deals are binding, future deals can be broken.
Time limits can be added to the Main Street and Campaign Trail phases.
Additional executive privilege cards can be added to the board during setup to extend the length of the game.
Players can draft their starting business cards.



Business Cards
Many businesses have new names and slogans.
The business card layout has been improved and all businesses now have logos.
Sponsored businesses work differently. They now grant a $1 discount to every consumer card you reveal. The bo-
nus cannot be shared with other players, but it does stack, granting huge discounts for players that invest heavily 
in media.
The Patent Trolls Think Tank special ability now requires all opponents to offer you a business card from their 
hand, and you choose one to keep, discarding the rest, instead of targeting a single player.
Twimper’s Oppressed Market special ability now only triggers when the player that owns Twimper reveals a pro-
test, but it now grants $5 instead of $3.
Many businesses, especially those with only one industry and a special ability, have modified start-up costs and 
incomes.

Consumer Cards
Some protests have new hilarious signs.

Legislation Cards
Many legislation cards have new names.
Patriot Act is no longer a law and immediately satisfies all protests.
Public Health Fees no longer affects polluting businesses and is no longer environmental.
Censorship no longer affects media businesses.
Net neutrality no longer affects media businesses.
Wildness Protection is now called Endangered Species Act and no longer affects polluting businesses.
Living Wages is now an offest law that requires labor business owners to pay food business owners. It is no longer 
christian and is now anti-corporate.
Break Monopoly has changed dramatically. It is now a law that reduces the synergy bonus for all players for all 
industries: whenever an industry is consumed, players collect synergy bonuses as if they had one fewer business-
es of that type.
The following legislation has been removed: Super Committee!, Secure Fence Act, Subsidize Technology Sector
The following are tax laws that have been added:
- Pathway to Citizenship (liberal, Christian) taxes labor businesses.
- Build a Wall (conservative) taxes food businesses.
- Clean Air Act (liberal, environmental) taxes polluting businesses.
Drain the Swamp is a new piece of giveaway legislation that allows the president to divide $15 between all of the 
other players.
Relax FTC Regulations is a new law that doubles the discount Sponsored businesses give.

Executive Privilege Cards
Only three executive privilege cards remain from the first edition of the game: Cult of Personality, Insider Trad-
ing, and Hanging Chads (now called Hack the Vote).
The remaining five executive privilege cards are new, but you’ll have to wait to see what they are... we need to 
keep some surprises for after the game funds!

If you have any questions or comments about any of the changes listed here, feel free to leave a comment on the 
Kickstarter page!


